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Carrier: Survey shows success
By Mark Miller
news editor

A soon-to-be-released study ranking JMU second among comprehensive colleges in the South is one of
many signs of success at the university, President Ronald Carrier said
Saturday.
The survey of college presidents
will be published in the Nov. 18 issue
of U.S. News and World Report,
Carrier told about SO alumni,
students, faculty and visitors in

Grafton-Stovall Theatre.
"In that sense we are successful —
the fact that we are recognized by
people who spenj their time determining what is a quality
institution," he said.
The survey was conducted in
September and was more detailed
than the magazine's study conducted
two years ago, which ranked JMU
seventh among comprehensive
universities in the East.
This year, JMU was compared
with comprehensive institutions

located on the southern border. The
category included about 160 institutions.
The institution ranked ahead of
JMU was Trinity University (Texas),
"which is truly an outstanding
university," Carrier said. "To be second to them really added credibility
to the study."
Included in the category were
private and public institutions
similar to JMU in size and academic
offerings in Alabama, Arkansas,
Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Loui-

siana, Mississippi, Missouri, North
Carolina, Oklahoma, South
Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, Virginia
and West Virginia.
The Virginia institutions in the
category with JMU are Christopher
Newport College, George Mason
University, Hampton University,
Liberty University, Longwood College, Lynchburg College, Norfolk
State University, Old Dominion
University, Radford University and
Virginia State University.
See CARRIER page 2 »►

Honor Council
survey results
'encouraging'
By Mark Miller

"

news editor

Staff photo by KEVIN ROPP

HOmeCOITling HOnOr — After being named Ms.Madlson
1985, junior Kelly Glass Is congratulated by Junior Chrys Peterson. Glass was crowned
Saturday during halftlme of the football game.

Ms.
Madison

Former Ms. Madison* say the
title Is an honor, but'not comparable to Miss America.

10

Dukes
dominate

__

About 57 percent of JMU students would report
an honor violation, according to a survey recently
conducted by the Honor Council.
Another 25 percent said they would not report a
violation and 12 percent said they might report
one.
After JMU President Ronald Carrier's speech
on Saturday, he called the survey results "encouraging." Fifty-seven percent is high, but not
high enough, he said. "It should be 100 percent."
Mary Creger, Honor Council president, said, "I
was pleased with it (the survey) because it shows
there's support there, but it shows me that we have
more to do."
The random telephone survey was conducted
Oct. 22 to 24. Of the 495 respondents, 91 were
seniors, 111 were juniors, 118 were sophomores
and 175 were freshmen.
About 23 percent, or 112 of the students, said
they had seen an honor violation. Thirteen
students said they had reported a violation to the
Honor Council or to a teacher.
"I was really surprised at the difference in the
numbers," Creger said. Few people report violations to the Honor Council, but she thought more
would have said something to a teacher, she said.
Creger said she was encouraged by the reponses
of some of the freshmen, after a freshman survey
this summer showed that only 12 percent would
report a violation.
Several freshmen said in this survey that their attitudes had changed since coming to JMU. Some
See HONOR page 2 »JMU put together a complete effort Saturday to
upset seventh-ranked
Georgia Southern, 21-6.
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Carrier said another measure of success is
JMU's admissions standards. The average SAT
score for this year's freshman class is about 1,070.
"That's a pretty high score. It's not as high as
Virginia or William and Mary. It's not as high as
Richmond. It could be."
With the number of applications the university
receives, JMU's average SAT score could compete
with any institution's, he said.
"But you have to remember that our philosophy
is not elitist. We are not an elitist institution. And
we have a responsibility to serve a wide range of
students. . . .
"When you consider that we accept responsibili9 ty to serve across the board, that we admit students
who can benefit this institution and who make a
contribution to this institution ... we have very,
very good students."
Carrier added, "I can- say that I probably
couldn't get in here — I'm glad I'm president. But
had I gotten in here I would have made an important contribution. So I had to wait to become
president to make my contribution."
Students who have SAT scores of 1,300 and
1,400 will go to law school, medical school and
graduate school, which is important, Carrier said.
However, "the bulk of the people who are going to
train our young minds are going to be in the range
of 900 to 1,100 on the college boards.
"What we need to do is to make sure they get the
kind of training that will enable them to make an

"A campus that becomes homogenous is one
that loses its vigor, its enthusiasm for knowledge."
Another measure of success is JMU's faculty.
"Students will come to an institution if it has an
outstanding faculty. The buildings are important,
the grounds are important, but the real test of a
program is the classroom," he said.
"We want to keep good people and allow them
to grow."
Almost all of JMU's academic programs have
been accredited, which is important because it is a
"stamp of approval" from other institutions, he
said.
Graduates now are making valuable contributions to their communities, he said. Many have
gone to medical school, law school and professional school, but there also are graduates working
in the Rockingham, Page County and Harrisonburg school systems and area hospitals.
Carrier said he is confident that the Virginia
General Assembly will reward JMU for its success.
The university is seeking approval of a $75.2
million budget for 1986-87, up from this year's
budget of about $67.2 million.
"That's quite a bit of money considering the
fact that in 1971, the budget was $9 million. The
food budget is $9 million this year," he said.
Carrier also compared JMU's budget with
Coors', which soon will open a packaging and
distributing plant in the Shenandoah Valley.

"I can say that I probably couldn't get in here —
I'm glad I'm president. ...I had to wait to become
president to make my contribution."
-j-

— JMU President Carrier

important contribution in our high schools, our
elementary schools, our special education ."

Coors' payroll will be $6 million, he said, equal to
JMU s payroll for part-time faculty alone
The university has asked for funding for about
Carrier said he wants JMU to continue to receive
a large number of applications so it can have a 50 new positions and probably will get 30 to 50 he
diverse student body. "It is important that we said. These full-time positions will allow JMU to
reduce the number of part-time faculty members
don't begin to look like each other," he said.
There are now about 125 part-time facultyy who
"In order for this campus to be successful, we teach about 225 classes.
"
need a whole group of people that can give us
Carrier said he wants to reduce the number of
diversity. . . .
part-time teachers to about 50 and use more full-
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been named by reason and humanity over error and
oppression. " — James Madison

JMU President Ronald Carrier
time faculty in general studies classes.
Another goal is expanding the honors program.
The university has received a gift of $50,000 for the
program; Carrier said he wants $200,000. Honor
students possibly could take trips to Washington,
D.C., or go to plays in New York, he said.
"We want to give the recognition to the honor
students . . . just as we do this afternoon to the
band, cheerleaders, the football team."
Carrier also emphasized the need for outside
funding. "The big effort we have to make is
private donations," he said.
"We're very, very close to achieving our goal.
We re a good institution. We have good students,
good facilities, good buildings. But we're very
close to being what we said we would be," he said.
"This is a dynamic, exciting institution. We
aon t remain constant. We examine everything we
ao in terms of whether or not it could have been
done better.
"Your input philosophically, personally and
iinanciaHy 1S important. We truly can't achieve all
our goals unless you're committed."

Honor
*■ (Continued from page 1)

freshmen said in this survey that
their attitudes had changed since
coming to JMU. Some freshmen
said they didn't realize the importance of the Honor System before
and now respect it more, she said.

Code is respected and effective;
others said it needs to be publicized
more.

The survey will help the Honor
Council set priorities for trying to
make the Honor System more effecThe student, who indicated that\ tive, Creger said. The Honor Council will hold longer orientation sessions for freshmen and will reemphasize and promote the system
throughout the year to students and
faculty, she said.

Many smden,s ^

Ihe

Honor

She also wants to meet with each
department and give them guidelines
of what.to look for and how to
report violations.
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State considering
program changes
By Kelly Hartley
staff writer

Local Alcohol Safety Action Programs
could lose control to the state if the Virginia
General Assembly approves a proposed bill.
The bill is to amend the relationship between the state and the 25 local ASAP programs.
According to the bill, the Department of
Motor Vehicles would be authorized to set
up funds by taxing the local programs an additional 2 percent. Local programs already
are taxed 8 percent.
The additional funds would be distributed
by DMV to local programs with financial
difficulty.
A public hearing concerning the bill,
which is patroned by Mary Sue Terry,
Democratic candidate for attorney general,
was held Friday in Fairfax.
A subcommittee, consisting of four
members of the house and seven citizen
members, heard testimony opposing the bill.
The subcommittee was formed by the
legislature.
About eight people, ranging from
counselors of local ASAP programs to
alcoholics who have went through an ASAP
program, testified and answered questions.
One of their main arguments was local
ASAP programs should control their own
funds.
Rockingham/Harrisonburg ASAP objects
to this provision of the bill; its director said.
"If they were to charge us 2 percent, we
would probably have to ask for more than 2
percent back," said David Rood, who also
serves on the subcommittee studying the bill.
In an interview, Rood said, "We think
that our program is operated with good
fiscal management and that we ought to be
left to our own resourses."
The bill also would allow DMV to
establish criteria for certification of the program and a 12-member policy board would
need to be formed.
The Rockingham/Harrisonburg board
has eight members. Rood said the provision
would not effect the local organization, but
it "increases the the,complications of setting
up quarterly meetings."
Another provision of the bill is whether
DMV or the Directors Association should set
minimum standards for ASAP programs.
The association is a private organization
-consisting of directors of local ASAP programs.
"It has always been ambiguously stated in
the law as to who has primary supervision of
the ASAP," Rood said. "Whether it'sjhe
local board, the local court or whether its
DMV, I think that should be cleared up."
The local ASAP would like to see changes
made in the bill before it is passed, he said.
"I think they (supporters and opponents of
the bill) have a lot of common ground, but
there are issues that have to be resolved."
Three other public hearings are scheduled
before a decision is made Dec. 15 by the subcommittee. It will then be submitted to the
House Courts of Justice.

One rape reported in 1984, none in 1983

Victims get campus help
By Kelly Hanley
staff writer

Cindy, a 20-year-old JMU junior, met John at a
fraternity party on campus her freshman year. He
was nice enough, she thought, and she let him walk
her home about 3 a.m.
It was dark and silent when John kissed Cindy.
She didn't mind the kiss until he asked her to have
sex. Cindy said no, but John would not take no for
an answer.
John raped Cindy.
Although the names have been changed, the
situation did happen. More than 20 percent of college women are victims of rape or attempted rape,
according to a survey published in a 1984 issue of
The Chronicle of Higher Education.
Acquaintance rape is most common on college
campuses.
Alan MacNutt, director of campus police and
safety, said women on campus have more reason
to fear rape by acquaintances than by strangers.
Only one rape or sexual assault was reported at
JMU in 1984, MacNutt said. There were no reports
in 1983.
According to Donna Harper, of the student affairs office, "The problem is probably a lot higher
than statistics (indicate)."
One reason women do not report rape is "the
guilt they feel. Some women felt they brought the
rape on themselves," she said.
MacNutt said, "It is probably a constant (situation) here. Sometimes we know and sometimes we
don't."
Cindy said, "I felt guilty because I knew darn
well it was wrong for me to let him walk me home.
I didn't even know him well.
"I felt especially guilty because of my parents.
They brought me up to be a respectable young
lady, and a respectable young lady doesn't let a
guy walk her home she just met."
Another reason women do not report rape is
because they do not know the real meaning of
rape. Rape includes any "sex against will," Harper
said.
There are two differences between rape and acquaintance rape, she said. In an acquaintance
rape, the woman usually has met the man and the
surroundings are familiar.
"I know now that it was rape, but at the time I
wasn't sure because I indirectly knew him. I also
thought since I had no proof, it really wasn't rape
because he could say I agreed," Cindy said.
Also, some women do not report rape because
they fear pressures in the courtroom.
Some lawyers who represent the attackers will
make the rape appear to be the women's fault. A

Baltimore lawyer said he has "pressed very hard in
many cases to make the woman look loose."
Cindy did not report the rape, but said she
would if it happened to her again. "I would be
reluctant though. I see what a woman goes through
in court."
Robert Baker, investigator with campus police,
said he thinks trials in local courts are becoming
fairer. This might be because of younger attorneys,
the college atmosphere and the strong religious
beliefs in this area, he said.
^
There are two people on campus to assist a rape
victim.
Baker is on call 24 hours a day. He assures the
victim she is safe and sometimes increases protection.
He also works to find information that could be
used to prosecute the attacker. If the victim is

"/ know now that it was
rape, but at the time I
wasn't sure because I
indirectly knew him. I
also thought since I had
no proof, it really wasn't
rape because he could
say I agreed."
— Cindy, rape victim
taken to the hospital, physical evidence might be
found through tests, he said.
Dr. Teresa Gonzalez, director of the Counseling
and Student Development Center, helps the rape
victim deal with her fear and guilt.
Baker and Gonzalez also help the victim decide
whether to press charges against the attacker.
Prevention is important on campuses. Harper,
Baker and others speak to women about rape
prevention.
Cindy said she has learned from her experience.
"I will never ever walk home alone or with someone I have just met that night or even that
semester. Even though it happened a while ago, it
takes much longer for me to trust a guy now.
"But I should say that every girl on campus
should be that way. It's so dumb to change after
you're raped. It's too late then."

Forum to address JMU concerns
By Susan Graham
A student/faculty forum addressing campus concerns, ideas
and interests will be held Thursday at 3 p.m.
The Student Relations Committee finalized plans for the
forum at its Oct. 24 meeting.
The forum, sponsored by the
Student Relations Committee
and the Faculty Senate, will be
held in room D in the Warren
Campus Center.

Helen MacNabb, Student
Government Association president, said she sees no problem
with student turnout.
Dr. William O'Meara, Faculty Senate chairman, said he is
urging faculty members to share
their concerns at the forum.
Faculty Senate member Mike
Woal said he is "gratified with
SGA response" but wants to see
all members of the student body
represented.
Committee member Terry
Wesell will serve as moderator.

The committee prioritized some
issues for the forum, but discussion will not be limited.
Dr. James Ruff and Woal
will lead discussion on the
grading system, academic advising, liberal studies and evaluation of professors. Member
Barry Wisdom will be in charge
of community relations and activity resources for student
organizations. Member Lowell
Watkins will address the parking issue. Wessel will lead
discussion on campus alcohol
policies.
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WCC GAMEROOM
ATTENTION:
SPECIAL RATES
ON POOL FOR THE
MONTH OF
NOVEMBER
HALF PRICE (.OH per minute)
MON-FRI:8 a.m.-12 p.m.
SAT&SUN:9 p.m.-11 p.m.ONLY]

COME ENJOY THE RELAXING
SPORT OF POCKET BILLARDS
tool

Upcoming Events
1. AUCI Tournament- sign up by 5 p.m., Nov. 8 at
information desk
2. Spring Video Tournament!
3. Spring Pool Tournaments!
^
A

CHECK THE
GAMEROOM
BULLETIN BOARD
FOR DETAILS
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STARTS FRIDAY NOVEMBER 8TH
AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU.

SCHOLARSHIP RESEARCH
SERVICES
MONDAY NIGHT

NFL
FOOTBALL
TACOS

3/$1 -00 9 p.m._^ 12am

■3eiiveiry Special ~

Sutf one, yet one friee S-t'&Qam.

wi&tfac*y£**l_

"A Major Breakthrough in Education"
FINANCIAL AIDS AND SCHOLARSHIPS FOR
COLLEGE ARE AVAILABLE- ONLY IF YOU KNOW
WHERE!! ALMOST HALF A BILLION DOLLARS
OF COLLEGE FINANCIAL AID WENT UNCLAIMED LAST YEAR!! WE CAN TELL YOU HOW TO
GET IT FOR COLLEGE!!
► A 5-year-old research center of excellent
reputation, we have processed over 100,000
students.
► Private scholarships and other financial aid offered by corporations, philanthropic organizations, churches, military service organizations
and wealthy individuals.
► Scholarships for business schools, trade
schools, art schools, junior colleges, 4-year colleges and graduate schools.
FOR MORE INFORMATION- CALL (202) 646-1123
OR WRITE TO:
SCHOLARSHIP RESEARCH SERVICES
P.O. BOX 8120
WASHINGTON, DC 20024
'An investment in our service is an investment in your
future.'
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Alumni awards given
Three alumni were honored Saturday with the top annual awards of
the JMU Alumni Association.
Gill Hanlon received the
Distinguished Alumni Achievement
Award and Francis Turner received
the Distinguished Alumn. Service.
Award Both are members of the
T^'J ,.
. . . Young
.,
v
The Distinguished
Alumn,
0
nT.i.TfS",
^P&
*
only JMU football °i
player
to have Khis
jersy retired. Clark is the Dukes' alltime leading receiver with 155 catches and one of two JMU players in
the National Football League.
He was the first draft choice ever
of the Jacksonville Bulls in the
United States Football League and
played for the for two seasons. Last
spring he signed with the
Washington Redskins, where he is a
startina receiver
Clark pTaTed for the Dukes from
1980-1983.
Hanlon is one of 12 secondary
teachers from across the nation invited to attend the Yale UniversityHopkins Summer School's Russian
Studies Seminar in 1986. Teachers
attending will be trained for two
weeks in the teaching of Tuyssian
studies and are expected to visit the
Soviet Union the following summer.
Formerly of Broadnax, Va.,
Hanlon and her family have lived in

Fort Pierce, Fla., since 1959. She has
taught social studies at John Carrol
High School in Fort Pierce for 10
years and is chairman of the social
studies department
Han,
was
residem of the
Madison Co|,
Student Govern.
mem Association during her senior

year and
^ his a member of Alpha

§i

Tinier b dir
«*or <*admissions at
JMU) a
ition he has hdd since
1972. Since he ^
worki
in the
admissions offlce in 1968( hc has

%

been responsible for almost ,50,000
decisions on prospective applicants
t0 tne unjversjty
_
. . ,
Turn er r
ed
M elor of
,
7
»,
m
SSft*^JJO ■£ Was m"
v vcd
?'
In ^-JTSLI*
ern,ty
f^x,
T Jft R,ho /"!the
(nOW Tau Kappa E sllon
or
P
).
"
chestra and Honor Council
H s son
*
J*T. is a 1985 graduate of
JMU, and his son Patrick is a JMU
sophomore. He is married to the
former Jane Welsh, who also attended JMU.
The JMU Alumni Board of Directors also will recognize Dr. Ray Sonner for his service to JMU and its
alumni. Sonner, who retired this
summer as JMU's vice-president, is
executive director of the JMU Foundation.
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Annual Health Watch events
scheduled by campus group
By Kevin McCarthy

staff writer

Blood pressure checks, cardiovascular testing and a fivekilometer race ar*. included in
JMU Health Watch 1985, which
begins today.
The week-long program, promoted by Eta Sigma Gamma, the
National Health Science
Honorary, is designed to "make
students understand more about
their health," said Kathy Miner,
one of the students in charge of
the events.
Health appraisals will be held
each day in the room across from
Mr. Chips in Gibbons Dining
Hall. The appraisals-consist of a
nutri-check, blood pressure tests,
skinfold and cardiovascular
The Great American Smoke
Oat will be held Tuesday in the
Warren Campus Center
Ballroom from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
and a blood drive will be held
Wednesday in the Ballroom from
11 a.m. to 5 p.m.
A five-kilometer run ^s

scheduled Friday at 3 p.m., starting on the field across from
Godwin parking lot.
The Duke Dog will-begin the
race and trophies will be awarded
to winners in different age
groups. The registration fee is $5
and forms are available in the
Student Government Association.
office, the Godwin bulletin
boards, the commuter student office and the Logan Fitness
Center.
Also, a series of talks has been
planned for the week. All will be
held in room B in the Warren
Campus Center.
Today's programs are "Safety
on the College Campus" at 10
a.m. and "Sun and Skin Cancer"
at 1 p.m.
Tuesday's talks will be "Stress
Management: Outreach" at 2
p.m. and "Smoking the Lungs"
at 7 p.m.
Wednesday's programs will be
"Food Fads and Facts" at 11
a.m. and "Smoking: Ways to
Quit" at 7 p.m.
Thursday's talk is "Suicide:
Myth vs. Reality" at 2 p.m.

JMU Skiers
I

^

PIZZA SPECIAL

I LARGE,1 TOPPING
| LARGE.2 TOPPINGS
J 2 LITERS OF PEPSI

£&&* 1
$7.00 !
$7.75 I
$1.00 |

!

434-5375

|

{

WE ACCEPT CHECKS

j

DELIVERY TO CAMPUS ONLY

L

j

SERVICE
COPIES

NO MINIMUM
4y2c

MmmrS
1010 South Main
Harrisonburg, Va.
433-9287

Killington Winterbreak
SkifeSt

$163.00

Contact:
Ricky Wlngen x7461
Kim Gibson x5748

University Program Board
lUNrvwsrrv
OOMM
I KURD

Jan 1-5

(Jan 5-10 also available)
• 5 day ski pass good for all
6 mountains
• 5 nights kitchen equipped
condo
LUV benefits
* Buses available
From

POSITION AVAILABLE

The UPB is seeking a qualified person for the Position of
Cultural Awareness Chairman. The chairman will be responsible of informing the JMU community of lifestyles and customs
of various cultural societies. For further details stop by the
UPB office. If you are interested in Cultural Programming apply by Nov. 7.

*
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Harrison burg. Va.

Busch or Natural Light Beer 6
12oz. cans
$1.79

DATE — EVENFS — LOCATION

I

?*V
*p*,R*,S*»-8
10 am-S pm. Room Across MR CHIPS
"'c'*ck B,oort p,«""« Skinfotd & Caidiovjscular loslmg)
■S»l*iy on the Cottage Campus" — LT. Moflct
10 am. Room 8 W C C
■Sun and Shin Cancar" - Or. Sheap
1 pm. Room B W.C.C.

M/VT r >■ .
1 |,U V. <R '

TH

m* fM - —

HEALTH APPRAISALS

lll/V. O'

HEAlTH,NF

nov6
MATff
Z\fjw.

i

10 am-5 pm. S Ballroom W C C.

OnMATION DISPLAYS
10 ain-5 pm. S Ballroom
ORCAT AMERICAN SMOKE OUT
10 am 5 pm. S Ballroom
■Slrass Management: Outreach" - Or. Pollard
2 pm, Room B
"Smoking A the Lungs" - Dr. Mans lie Id
7 pm. Room B
HEALTH APPRAISALS
HEALTH INFORMATION DISPLAYS
BLOOD DniVE
(-jgn-np Coimniilxr Olhrn w C C |
"Food Fads « Fact" - Sharon Buckner
"Smoking: War» to Oiilt" - Allan Lelchter

W C C.
W C.C.
W C C.
W.C.C.

10 am-5 pm. S Ballroom W C C.
10 am-5 pm. S Ballroom W C C
11 • n-S pm. S Ballroom W.C C.
11 am, noorn B WC C
7 pm. Room B W.C.C.

HEALTH APPRAISALS
Sulc,d : M lh

"

«

»

10 • n-r- pm, Room Across MR CHIPS
»»■ Reality- - Dr. Dennis
2 pm. Room B WC C

Heineken Beer 6 12oz.
bottles

$3.69

Coke, Tab, Sprite 2 liters .... 99c
Glbble's Potato Chips 7oz.... 99$
■

novtf

HEALTH APPRAISALS
10 rnn-1 r '«i. Room Across MR CHIPS
5K RUN
starling time 3pm. FtoM Acre** from Godwin Parking Lot
(R"ai«falK>ii Ipiiin an.iil.iWe *l Hie Godwin miScVfl l*ojir<K
COMMikv RkaMnl aWcc, SOA Otlice. N.m'ilu-.. Ji"c- tVcllness Cenler
PyrerrwJ Sports Body Noiions. Logan F.tncss Cenior|

Boneless Sirloin Steak 11b. .$2.99

Promote by:Eta Sigma Gamma National Haalth Schnca Honorary

Fresh Ground Beef 11b

Making AffiA
Decision ,f:tk*n
riltMli liT7
>■

Unplanned
Pregnancy
Isn't Easy
We know you'll want

99c

i

A&P Premium sliced
bacon 11b

$1a39

MW

Fresh Zeigler Apple
Cider64oz
-'J

,.

$1.69

H'MI'JIKIH \-\\WT- ■■■llL:B*]*JlL*IlKi

and weigh the pros and
cons carefully.
We know, too, that complex
personal circumstances can sometimes
make abortion the best choice.
At Hagerstown Reproductive Health Services we
offer family planning and early abortion services
because we believe a woman should have a full
range of options available to her.
Call us for information or to schedule an appointment — confidentially of course. If needed, you
may call us collect.
Hagerstown Reproductive Health Services
Hagerstown, MD 21740 (301) 733-2400

Benihana frozen
Entrees 11OZ

$1-99

Light & Lively Cottage Cheese
12oz

99<p

■

Prices effective through
Saturday, Nov. 9
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newsfile
Volunteers
needed to work
in conservation
The Student Conservation
Association is seeking about 200
volunteers to work this winter and
spring at more than 75 national
parks, national forests and other
conservation areas around the country.

Selected volunteers will serve for
12 weeks in professional resource
management positions at such locations as Denali National Park in
Alaska; the Bob Marshall
Wilderness Area in the Flathead National Forest, Montana; the San
Juan Resource area of the Bureau of
Land Management near Moab,
Utah; the Chincoteague National
Wildlife Refuge in Virginia; and the
Everglades National Park in Florida.
Volunteers will receive an
allowance for living and travel ex-

penses to and from the area in which
they serve. Free housing will be provided at their work location.
Some positions require volunteers
with specialized training in forestry,
natural sciences or recreation
management, but many others are
open to all students with an interest
in participating.
Positions are available with starting dates between Nov. 1 and April
30. The application deadline for
positions beginning in January and

SOME COLLEGE COURSES ARE MORE EXCITING
THAN OTHERS.
H&w many college courses teach you how to shoot the rapids"
Or Rappel a cliff? Or find your way out of a forest with nothing but
a map and compass to guide you?
At least one does-Army ROTC.
And you could find yourself doing any one of a number of exciting adventure training activities like these in the Army ROTC
program.
Activities that develop your stamina. And your self-confidence.
But adventure training isn't the only way to develop. You'll also
learn the basics of leadership and management by attending
ROTC classes, along with the subjects in your major.
And you'll be excited about two other benefits Army ROTC offers. Financial assistance. Up to $1,000 a year for your last two
years of Army ROTC. And the opportunity to graduate with both a
degree and a commission in today's Army-including the Army
Reserve and Army National Guard.

ARMY ROTC
BE ALL YOU CAN BE

Cpt. Christopher S. Kentch
Dept. of Military Science
(Army ROTC) 568-6264/6355

Military Science courses offer challenge, interest, and excltment. Try one of our courses - without obligation! A
look at some of the courses offered this spring appears below. Choose the class that interests you and try It with us
in ths spring.
LEADERSHIP LABORATORY, MSCI 100,1 Credit, 1 Section.
A laboratory in leadership development stressing the application of leadership principles, responsibilities of the
leader and affording experiences through practical exercises. Hands-on training at the Army National Guard Armory
and other local training sites. Good course to see if Army ROTC is for you. (Th 1505-1705) Sec.0901, SD 201.
INTRODUCTION TO ORIENTEERING, MSCI 102/PE 152, 2 Credits, 2 Sections.
This first block course introduces the student to the international sport of Orienteering. It provides an opportunity to
gain an understanding of map and compass use and enhances the student's enjoyment of the out-of-doors. Local
and national competition available. (M-W-F 1000-1145) Sec.0401, SD 201 & (M-W-F 1400-1545) Sec.0402, SD 201.
INTRODUCTION TO ROTC, MSCI 105,1 Credit, 4 Sections.
This course will introduce the student to the Reserve Officer Training Corps (ROTC) Program; The roles of the Active
Army National Guard and Reserves; and an Introduction to Basic Leadership Principles. Also covered will be current trends in Army Developments and Improvements. (Tu 1505-1555) Sec.0001, SD 201; (Th 0800-0850) Sec.0002, SD
201; t M-W 1000-1050) Sec.0301, SD 201; (M-W 1400-1450) Sec.0302, SD 201.

INTRODUCTION TO AERIAL IMAGERY INTERPRETATION. MSCI
120/GEOG 185,1 Credit, 1 Section.
This course introduces the student to the techniques and metods
of interpreting aerial imagery. The student will utilize the instruments of the photo Interpreter, such as high power stereo optics and computer equipment. Includes an understanding of data
collection and reporting of military facilities using photo Interpretation keys. iTu 1340-1540) Sec.0401, W308.
COMPARITIVE MILITARY SYSTEMS, MSCI 210, 2 Credits, 1 Sec

tlon.

Learn about the operations, strategies, and basic tactics of
selected Armies of the World. Main areas of concern and United
States, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, North Atlantic Treaty
Organization, Warsaw Pact and the Middle East. A study of
weapons, weapons systems and equipment is included. Guest
speaker will be used. (T-Th 0950-1040) Sec.0001, SD 201.

February is Nov. 15. Later deadlines
will apply for positions starting in
March and April and are explained
in the application materials.
Anyone interested should send a
postcard requesting the 1986 PFRA
Program List and an application to
the Student Conservation Association, P.O. Box 550C, Charlestown,
NH, 03603 or call (603) 826-5741.

WMRA to present
candidates' talks
JMU public radio station WMRAFM (90.7) will present a political
broadcast, "Candidate Free Time"
at 7 p.m. Monday.
The program will feature Virginia
gubernatorial candidates Wyatt Durrette and Gerald Baliles speaking for
a half-hour on any topic.
The program will be simulcast
with WVPT-TV and is a cooperative
effort of the Virginia Public Radio
and Television associations.

courtfile
Former student
pleads guilty
to drug charges
From Associated Press and staff
reports
A former student pleaded guilty in
Rockingham County Circuit Court
Oct. 29 to possessing and
distributing cocaine.
Edward W. Byng, 22, of Virginia
Beach faces up to 80 years in prison
and $50,000 in fines. .
Byng will not be sentenced until a
background report is completed.
Byng was arrested in his Chandler
Hall room Feb. 19 by state police as
a result of a joint investigation by
the state bureau of investigation, the
Harrisonburg Police Department
and JMU campus police.
Shortrytafter his arrest, Byng told
police he had been supplying 22
students with cocaine.
During Tuesday's hearing,
defense attorney Doug Stark said the
cocaine actually was being
distributed to personal acquaintances and was not for profit.
Byng testified that since his arrest
he has moved back into his parents'
home in Virginia Beach and also has
become engaged to be married. He
said he is training to become a
manager in a pool supply store and is
working toward a business degree at
a local community college.
Judge Perry Sarver denied Byng's
request to remain free until a
presentence report was done.
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Special Limited Offer!
Sign up now for a beautiful, luxuriously
furnished condominium.
ACT NOW, before Thanksgiving to reserve an
apartment for second semester and you will
receive:
^
* First month's heating & electric FREE! 7
*
Only $100.00 Security deposit.
* NO RENT DUE until January 1986.
This offer expires Nov. 30, 1985
■

Madison Manor is an exciting new student community
featuring:

s

Fireplaces and ceiling fans
in ev&y unit
Fully furnished
2&3 bedrooms
Swimming pool
i Tennis court
Fitness center
FREE cable TV
> Convenient bus
service toJMU

Limited number of units still available
Call 434-6166 to make your reservation!
Singles welcome!
Roommate Locating Service

MADISON
MANOR

-
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reeze named best in Virginia
• MEET OTHER
COLLEGE STUDENTS
• EARN EXTRA CASH

$$

'

The Breeze, JMU's twice-weekly
student newspaper, has been named
the best in the state by the Virginia
College Press Association (VCPA).
Edward F. Rogers Jr., assistant
managing editor of The VirginianPilot and The Ledger-Star in Norfolk, awarded a plaque to the paper
in a ceremony Oct. 22.
Accepting on behalf of The Breeze
were Constance F. Walker, 1984-85
editor, and Gwen Fariss, 1985-86
editor.
"I recruit at the finest journalism
schools in the country — the University of Missouri, Northwestern, the

University of North Carolina . . .
The students here are just as good,"
Rogers told staff members.
Staff members of the VirginianPilot and the Ledger-Star judged the
student newspapers. They looked at
overall apearance, news content,
features, sports, editorials and
photography.
In being named the best, The
Breeze topped papers from several
other schools, including the University of Virginia, Virginia Commonwealth University, the College
of William and Mary and Virginia
Tech.

FOOD SERVICE

APPLICATIONS NOW BEING TAKEN
FOR POSITIONS AT JMU'S NEWEST
AND FINEST DINING FACILITY
Applications Available at
Phillips Center
See Student Manager

STARTING PAY$4.15 PER HOUR!!
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

Look into the one
market research
graduate program
that all
these companies
are involved in:
AC NielsenCompany
Advertising Research Fbundanon
Audits & Surveys, Inc.
Burke Marketing Services
Campbell Soup Co.
Coca Cola USA
Custom Research Inc.
Friio-Lay
General Foods
General Mills, Inc.
Grey Advertising
Kenneth Hollander Associates
McDonald & Little Advertising

Market Facts. Inc.
Marketing & Research
Counselors, Inc.
MRCA Information Services
Necdham. Harper & Steers Advertising
NFO Research, Inc.
Procter & Gamble
Ralston Purina Co.
Sears. Roebuck
SSC& B: Lintas Worldwide
The Pillsbury Company
Yankelovnh, Skelly & White
Young & Rubicam

The University of Georgia's Master of Marketing Research Program is
truly unique. It .s governed by a Board of Advisors drawn from the leaders
of industry. Their personal involvement results in an outstanding program
that prepares you for the real world.
...
.
ItTa fifteen month program that combines classroom and on,he-job research experience. It was the first and is still the finest integrated
prog™^ua.esrudy leading to. Aiaste, of Marketing Research degree
^As you would expect, admission is selective and competition is stiff
$6,000 scholarships are available for qualifying applicants.

^^ ^^

PrafMMr Frad D. Eeysokla
122 boats Hall
Uaireraity of Georgia
MtoM. Georgia M*U

— ^— — — -

From Harrisonburg to Staunton to Buena Vista SANTA is
DROPPING
PRICES for our Preseason Christmas Sale. All prices are
being slashed on all India cottons. $5.99 or under.

India print tapestries - $12 - $15
Store Hours:

send me complete information on your MMR program.

t-

Monday thru Saturday 10 A.M. to 6 P.M.
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Arts & People
No car, no clothes, no cash
Former Ms. Madisons say they were not in

i
■

<

By Andrea Cope
staff writer

"It's not like Miss America at all," said
Minkey Oyler, 1966's Ms. Madison. "Sure I was
flattered, but I got nothing, absolutely
nothing."
Ms. Madison does not get a new car, scholarships, clothes, jewelry, national publicity or the
opportunity to represent the nation. But in the
19 years since receiving the honor, Oyler has
come realize the two titles can not be compared.
"Miss Americas aspire to be Miss America.
Ms. Madison is just someone trying to be the
best she can," Oyler said from her Accokeek,
Md. home last week.
Oyler was Ms. Madison as a senior at
Madison College. "Supposedly, they elect you
because of your involvement with the college
and the community. I happened to be a folk
', singer and was very visible," she said.
Oyler was more than just a folk singer in

"The Shadtown Trio Plus One," a group that
performed in New York, Washington, D.C.,
and Virginia resorts. The Alexandria native was
a member of Zeta Tau Alpha sorority, frequently was on the Dean's List and was a student adviser, a "sort of a legal adviser to accused honor
code violators."
Oyler's classmates voted her "outstanding
freshman," "most talented junior" and
"outstanding senior."
Although many students stereotype Ms.
Madison as a "beauty queen," that was not the
purpose of the honor when it began in 1954.
Then, a May Day court recognized campus
beauties. Ms. Madison was a woman noted for
involvement with the college.
Today, because the May Day court long since
has been dissolved, Ms. Madison encompasses a
combination of beauty, brains and exuberance.
Edith Carrier, a sixth year Ms. Madison
judge, said 60 women were nominated by campus organizations this year. The five judges give

Photo courtesy of Carrier Library

each woman up to 10 points in each category:
participation in activities, personality at the interview, and appearance.
"Naturally the girl that is most involved in a
lot of activities will wind up on top," Carrier
said.
So what happens once Ms. Madison is
elected?
For Mickey Oyler, "not a goddamn thing."
She said in 1966 there was no football team to
make up a homecoming affair, thus no crown,
no roses and no parade ride in a snazzy sportscar on Main Street. Instead, her name was announced at a choral concert she sang in. "The
people applauded, and that was it," Oyler said.
Beverly Maria Trainham Noel, Ms. Madison
in 1970, did not receive much fanfare either. "It
was an honorary thing for what you had contributed to the school when you had been
there," she said. "I still treasure it."
Noel was a member of Zeta Tau Alpha, president of the student body, and a member of the

Photo coTatesy of Carrier Library
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for the glory
iy and Sigma Phi Lamble student advisory comwho interviewed Dr.
sident of the university,
^oom, we all just looked
that he was the one,"
| honored to be one of the
: that being Ms. Madison
lore than being an active
(ear's Ms. Madison, said
Ms. Madison, but had
the title.
evious Ms. Madisons,
Iportunity to revel in her
pall gifts and gift cer(erchants and restaurants;
uted JMU at the Apple
Winchester last spring.
said she had fun at the
lobb's daughter was the

queen, and girls from other schools made up the
court. We went to luncheons and receptions and
dances all week. Our escorts were guys from
(Virginia Military Institute), so we had dates for
four nights in a row," she said.
Despite the good time at the festival, Nichols
said Ms. Madison should not be all play and no
work. "JMU can utilize her for many things,"
she said.
"The judges look for someone who can present themselves well and who are well-rounded.
They have to use that person as more than a
homecoming queen," she said.
Nichols suggested Ms. Madison represent
JMU at high school college nights and to
"speak where JMU needs a speaker."
Mrs. Carrier said Ms. Madison could be involved in recruiting. "I think they could
definitely be an embassador in some way."
"I personally think any of those girls who
(were nominated) could be Ms. Madison," she
said. "It's a shame there could only be one."

Former Ms. Madisons (left to right) are
Mary (Mickey) Colleen Oyler, 1966;
Beverly Maria Tralnham Noel, 1970; Kay
Nichols, 1984.

-—

Kelly Glass
crowned
Ms. Madison

Staff photo by MING LEONG

Dr. Ronald Carrier crowned Junior Kelly Glass Ms. Madison 1985
at Saturday's Homecoming football game. The English/communication arts major is a member of the Madisonlans, vice president of Sigma Tau Delta English Honor Society, a little sister to Pi
Kappa Phi fraternity and active in the Catholic Campus Ministry.
Glass was sponsored in the Ms. Madison competition by Pi Kappa
Phi.

File photo
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Washed Out
Weekend
i

This Homecoming weekend
was one of the wettest in
several years. However, there
were some people who remained undaunted by the
weather.

Above, a member of the
Marching Royal Dukes keeps
dry under an umbrella while
playing during halftime of
Saturdays game.
Above right, Beth Settle
stands in the rain and tries to
sell her balloons to returning
alumni.
At right, students sit on the
hill and watch the game under
sheets of plastic.

Photographs by Ming Leong
Design by Lisa Link
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MU 'arrives' with upset win
By Rob Washbum
staff writer

m

A

Staff photo by MING LEONQ

JMU s Marcus Adkins (43) fights for a ball with Georgia
Southern receiver Tony Belser.

Playing with new-found confidence and
emotion, JMU upset Division I-AA seventhranked Georgia Southern 21-6 Saturday at
JMU Stadium.
"We've finally arrived," said Dukes' head
coach Joe Purzycki. "It's a tribute to our
players that they never gave up on
themselves despite a lot of adversity."
The Dukes dominated the game on both
sides of the ball from start to finish. The
JMU offense used a balanced attack to roll
up 357 total yards, while the defense limited
the high-powered Eagles to just 234. Coming
into the game, Georgia Southern had an
average of 373 yards a game.
"We came out extremely ready to play,"
Purzycki said. "I think things finally came
together for us today."
JMU was able to move the ball on offense
throughout the day. On the opening drive,
the Dukes went 61 yards to the GSC nineyard line but were unable to score when a
2ft-yard Joe Henry field goal attempt went
wide right.
It was the defense that was responsible for
the first big break of the game for JMU. On
the Eagles' next possession, JMU's Charles
Haley broke through the middle of the GSC
line to block his third kick of the season. The
play gave the Dukes the ball on the Eagles
seven-yard line.
"I think Charles is a bona fide AilAmerican," Purzycki said. "I thought he
was exceptional."
From there, it took JMU only one play to
take the lead for good.
Freshman quarterback Greg Lancaster,
making his second straight start, found split
end Rick Rice in the corner of the endzone
for a touchdown, and a 7-0 Dukes lead.
Purzycki had nothing but praise for Lancaster.
"He's a quick-thinking kid with a good
passing arm," he said. "He's been the shot
in the arm we needed."
The Eagles cut the JMU lead to 7-3 on

their next possession, but lost the services of
their outstanding quarterback Tracy Ham.
Ham twisted his ankle on a run during the
middle of the drive and was out for the remainder of the game.
It took the Dukes only four plays to extend their lead on the following possession.
On the opening play of the second quarter,
Lancaster went to the air again and found
tight end Neal Wilkinson on a 35-yard
touchdown pass. Henry's extra point gave
JMU a 14-3 lead.
While the JMU offense continued to put
points on the board, the defense did their
part forcing three second quarter turnovers
by thcEagles.
Sophomore strong safety Chris Jacobs
picked off two passes in Georgia Southern
territory to set up JMU scoring opportunities. Jacobs finished the day with three
interceptions, tying a JMU single-game
record.
"I was just lucky to be in the right place at
the right time," Jacobs said.
The Dukes took advantage of Jacobs' second interception. JMU drove 44 yards in
eight plays, capping the drive with a 14-yard
touchdown pass from Lancaster to split end
Dan Robertson.
Lancaster's third touchdown pass tied a
JMU single-game record, but Lancaster gave
others credit for his performance.
"They were good calls by the coaches,"
Lancaster said. "Danny made a nice catch
on the last one."
In the second half, a fired-up Dukes
defense continued to stop the Eagles, allowing only a fourth quarter field goal.
Jacobs said, "We decided before the game
that we were going to play with a lot of emotion and intensity on defense."
The JMU offense was held scoreless in the
second half, but the fourth quarter turned
out to be a memorable one for junior
fullback Warren Marshall.
The Dukes' all-time leading rusher added
to his long list of records by becoming only
See DUKES page 14 ►

Overtime loss reflects disappointing season
oy Paul Bergeron
staff writer

A 2-1 overtime loss at home to
William and Mary yesterday ended
one of the most disappointing
seasons for JMU soccer since 1970.
The loss (coupled with a 3-2 OT
defeat to Virginia Tech Thursday)
gave the Dukes a final recor<l,of
4-11 overall and 1-6 in the Colonial
Athletic Association. They finished with five straight losses.
Head
coach
Bob
Vanderwarker's first team at JMU
14 years ago finished 1-8-1.
"The game was a carbon copy
of the whole season," Vander-

warker said, "we didn't make
enough of our chances and they
did."
Despite a 28-12 advanatage in
shots on goal for the Indians, the
game was played relatively even. A
goal at 55:55 by freshman Bill
Leimbach put the Dukes in front
1-0, but they could score no more.
Jon Tuttle tied the game 14
minutes later. The game winner
came with just four minutes left in
overtime on a goal by Jonas
Cedergren.
The game was played very aggressively, as was expected, due to
the growing rivalry between the
two teams. William and Mary

came in ranked number 12 in the
country and had a 12-4-1 record.
JMU was out for revenge of a 1-0
loss last year.
"We figured it to be a physical
game and it was (five yellow cards
were issued). We wanted to play a
good, clean soccer game,"
Vanderwarker said.
The game was played in a steady
rain which became heavy at times.
The wet conditions hurt the officials judgement according to
Vanderwarker.
"The officiating was bad, but I
felt it had no effect on the game
result," he said.
"The weather did not give either

team an advantage. It was nasty
day to play on," said captain Ted
Stack.
Goalie John Morrison, whose 26
saves continued to keep the Dukes
in the game, agreed with Stack. "It
was very slippery in goal. I wished
we could have played on drier
turf."
Vanderwarker felt the field
hindered neither team to any great
degree. "We were able to run our
touch pass offense very well on the
turf. Our pressure was good."
"It was a disappointing season
record-wise, but we are young and
have something to look forward to
next year," Vanderwarker said.

c^
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AH the pieces in place after JMU win
By Mark Chamock

S

■>
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sports editor

Everything just fell into place for the Dukes in
Saturday's 21-6 victory over Georgia Southern.
There are several things worth noting in the
JMU attack that have been absent all season long.
Point 1 — The Dukes actually played two halves
of football Saturday instead of one. In previous
contests, JMU has been able to tease the faithful
with a brilliant attack one minute then falter the
next.
JMU totalled 357 yards of offense, while the
defense held the seventh-ranked Division I-AA
Eagles to just 234 yards. Georgia Southern had
previously averaged 373 yards per contest.
Point 2 — This game also marked the emergence
of Greg Lancaster. After a good effort against a
weak Davidson team, Lancaster showed he has
what it takes to be a Division I-AA quarterback.
The freshman tied a school mark by throwing
three touchdown passes. On the day he completed
12 of 20 passes for 132 yards.

Commentary
When asked if Lancaster might have won the job
outright, head coach Joe Purzycki replied, "I'd
say he took a giant step in that direction."
Point 3 — Against Georgia Southern, the Dukes
also decreased the one thing that has been troubling the team all season long — turnovers.
Although the Dukes lost three fumbles on the
day, two of the three were in Eagle territory. Purzycki realized that his team would committ turnovers, but his goal was to keep them harmless in
the opponent's end, just as the Dukes did.
Point 4 — ^Momentum. JMU finally has
something to build on. After upsetting the Eagles,
the Dukes seemed to have tapped some of that
potential Purzycki spoke of all season.
"This is a great shot in the arm for the
program," is the way Purzycki described the win.
Point 5 — This game also displayed two of the
Dukes' finest — Ail-American candidates Charles
Haley and Warren Marshall.
Haley registered only six tackles, but he also
recorded a sack and a blocked punt. More impor-

Dukes
(Continued from page 13)

the second JMU player to gain 1,000
yards in a season, and by breaking
his own single-season rushing record
with 1,048 yards. Marshall was the
game's leading rusher, gaining 143
yards on 25 carries.
»
"It's nice to accomplish your personal goals, but our main objective
was to win," Marshall said.
"Everybody was really fired up for
this game. You hate to wait this late
in the season to come on, but it's
better to come on now than not at
all."
Purzycki echoed Marshall's sentiments.
"We pinned our ears back and
went after it today," he said. "I
thought we were going to upset
somebody sooner than this, but I'm
sure as heck happy we just beat the
number seven team in the country."

Staff photo by KEVIN ROPP

Warren Marshall (29) fights for some extra yardage in Saturdays 21-6 upset of seventh-ranked
Georgia Southern.
tantly, the senior put enough pressure on the coach Joe Purzycki after his team played the way
Eagles' offense to make them run most of their ophe knew it could.
tion attack away from him. Albert Williams at outThe first-year head coach must have felt some
side linebacker opposite Haley recorded nine pressure after an early-season loss to Liberty and
tackles and Dean McCullough picked up ten.
pastings by Richmond and Appalachian State.
This was also the day when Marshall broke the
This was his day to shine, however, as the
JMU single-season rushing record. A run up the gameplan worked to near perfection.
■
middle in the fourth quarter gave him over 1,000
"My frustration was that I thought we were a
yards on the season.
better football team," Purzycki said. "I couldn't
His 143 yards on the day gave him 1,048 for the get this team to realize their potential. That (realiznew single-season high.
ing team potential) is the greatest fulfillment for
Point 6 — Relief. Relief finally came to head
me."

sportsfile
Hockey team
loses in finals
The JMU field hockey team lost to
Old Dominion 3-2 yesterday in the
finals of the South Atlantic Conference Tournament in Richmond.
Sandy Wilson scored both of the
Dukes' goals against ODU and was
named to the all-conference team
along with JMU's EIo Goodman.
The Dukes (9-9-2) defeated
American 5-1 Friday and Richmond
4-1 Saturday to reach the finals.

Swimming
JMU defeated Duke in both the
men's and women's divisions Saturday in Durham, N.C.
The men's team finished first in
nine of 13 events to win 66-47. The
Dukes' Bill Brackman, Randy
Parker and Mike Callahan each took

two events.
In the women's competition, JMU
placed first in 12 of 16 events to beat
the Blue Devils 89-51. The Dukes'
Leslie Norton, Lisa Caswell and
Renee Buongiorno each won two
events.

Wrestling
The Dukes placed first in three
weight classes in the JMU Invitational held here yesterday.
Pete Fritts took first in the
126-pound class, Chris Brock won
the 150-pound class and John
Cheeks took the 190-pound class.

Volleyball
JMU defeated North CarolinaCharlotte 15-6, 15-8, 15-13 but lost
to Virginia 13-15, 15-10, 15-7, 15-2
in Charlottesville Saturday.
The Dukes (27-16) return home to
face Liberty Tuesday.

Fencing
The Dukes' Janis Brooks placed
15th in the TempJe_Qpen over the
weekend. Brooks' finish was the best
ever for a JMU fencer.

Women's
Cross Country
JMU finished fifth out of six
teams in the Penn State Open Saturday with a score of 110.
The Dukes were led by Susanne
Augustauskas, who finished ninth
with a time of 18:18.

Men's Golf
The Dukes placed eighth with an
18-hole score of 312 in the Old
Dominion Invitational Tournament
at Kill Devil Hills, N.C.
ODU shot a 275 to place first in
the 11-team event.
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Brewster - Happy one year sweetheart.
Our ups and downs have brought us
closer and remember I love you. Love,
Jennifer.

1000 Items Deliverable - Midway
Awesome Sub - Savings coupons JMU
Directory page 63. Delivers. 434-1480,
434-2296.

Wanted - new JMU Ski Club logo - tee
shirt design contest starts Nov. 4 - Nov.
13! Bring ideas to meeting on Nov. 6, 8
pm, WCC.

Tracy — Missing you at midnight pizza.

Bobby Palkovlca • You are "sweetness"
personified. Are you as perfect as you
look? I wish I knew.

Gloom and doom —Way to go this week.
You've done a hell of a job, even if you
did have a good little worker to help you. I
hope you found the time to party. Take
care.

1/2 Price Sub when you buy 1 at regular
price using JMU Directory coupons page
63. Midway's Dell.
PI Kapp ■ Homecoming was a blast - let's
do It again. Trl-Slg loves ya.
Clros Ptna • the best In "The Burg."
Greg B. - We fust wanted to say - we
think you're the nicest guy we know!
Major Ranger ■ I've got my Radar on you!
Love, Lusting.
YSL • Please stick by Sweetie, she loves
you. Darla.
Joanle - Omlgosh! You're "so cute" and I
do encourage It! Thank youl
Laurie ft Sue ■ You're the greatest Big
Sisters! Alle
Shruma • Watch out because Gary is
coming after you!
Call 434-5376 for Clro's Delivery tonight.
Kyra D. • this one's for you! Just because
we love you! Love, "Snuggles."
FlY Girt ft Surrogate Pink polyester is
now my favorite, but don't you think you
got the last laugh!! Prom Queen
Michael Brown • the Investment Club
meeting is tonight.
JMU Night - Wednesdays at Valley
Lanes. Come on out to Where the Fun
Times Roll (10 - midnight). . Watch JMU
Bowling League in Action .. Roll in Pick
A-Price Special . . Bowl then draw for
price you pay. Could be $.25 a game, 1/2
price, or Full Price.
Attention Students - Coming soon Phi
Beta Lambda's 2nd Annual Free Enterprise Week. Nov. 11-15. More details
later.
—
Ski Enthusiasts • New UPB Mini-course:
Care and Maintenance of your Ski Equipment (Wednesdays, 7-8 pm, Room C,
WCC) Nov. 6,13,20, and 27. Instruct t/y
Steve Showwalter, Massanutten Ski
Resort. Fee: $10. Contact UPB Office.
Attention Students - Coming soon Phi
Beta Lambda's 2nd Annual Free Enterprise Week. Nov. 11-15. More details
later.
To everyone who came or contributed to
the Jim Mountain Benefit - Thank you all
very, very much. Thanks to you the party
was an unbelievable success - raising
over $2000. Thanks again. Madison
Rugby Club
Dod Distributing ft Walt McQraw - Thank
you for all your help. Madison Rugby
Club
AST • Thank you for the contribution.
Madison Rugby Club
To all the residents of 24 South Ave
Thank you for letting us have a location
for the Benefit. Madison Rugby Club
Nov. - Dec.! Tired of your room, roommate0 Move out. Move in. No hassles.
Utilities included. What a bargain.
434-8797.
Susan • Great Job with Parents' Day!
Love ya, Phi Mu.
Mary Beth ■ Thanks for being a wonderful
Big Sister and helping make ZTA so fun
Happy Halloween! Love, Beth.
Women of JMU - Brian Mizelle is a tree
man in need of a warm heart! Take advantage! 'Just a Friend'
Kappy Sigma Big Sis - Thanks
everything. Hahoooowhp! Matt

for

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

Mary — I never get buzzed. Ever. Don't
you believe me? Love, your roomie.

GG — I'll go over the tracks with you
anytime. Thanks for being such a good
and devoted friend. I appreciate it, and I
can't wait until Thursday night. Thanks
again — it's Just what I needed. Love
you, Me.
TKE —The house looked great. Great job
on Halloween decorating.
Share In the tradition —of excellence.
Support the TKE Keg Roll.
Have you done It vet? —Get to know a
TKE.
Come on Brian —Is it really that difficult
to figure out who Is sending you all of
these personals
Wendy ft Alice - Happy Birthday! You're
the greatest! Hope you like whipped
cream -- Beware!! PAV - LTR
Jenny H. - How about dinner? A PurpleShoelaced Guy
^^^^

Tempers flare when Professor Carlson and Lazzell,
working independently, ironically set their time

machines to identical coordinates.

Lisa - Happy 22nd and thanks for the
memories. With Love from Indestructo.
His memory lingers on .. ft on .. ft on ...

Nancy - Congratulations! Your halfway.
Keep up the good work. I'm so proud of
you. Love ya. Mary

Lou - Happy Birthday! Have a glorious
and exhuberant day, dear!! Love as
always, Carol & Rita.

Ms. Cat - Happy Halloween - Here is your
. personal! Have fun this weekend and
don't get into too much trouble. Love,
Puda.

Alpha Gamma Delta thanks everyone
who helped make their SecoruJ Annual
Balloon Derby a very successful event.
All proceeds went towards finding a cure
for juvenile diabetes. Once again,
thanks!
Cindy McKlnney - Thanks for everything!
You're an awesome big sis. Kelly K.

Jamson Investment Club • meeting
tonight at 6 pm in the regular place.
Special surprise awaits all who come.

Pooch ■ Ten months Nov. 4!! Glad you're
here!! Boom-Boom
Good luck V-Ball Team. Get em at UVA!!
JMU Number 1!
Happy Birthday Annie! Have a good one!
Remember Grape Ape, TKE, Library,
Lion, D-Hall 6:15, and especially us Michelle and Kelly.

Vote Durrette, Chichester, O'Brien,
Orebaugh tomorrow - Election Day.
Vote Durrette, Chichester, O'Brien,
Orebaugh tomorrow -- Election Day.

Scott M. • We think you're cute! J & G

Vote Durrette, Chichester, O'Brien,
Orebaugh tomorrow - Election Day.

Kim Gravlns - Can't wait to get to know
you better. Thanks alot for everything.
You're a wonderful big sister! Toni

Vote Durrette, Chichester, O'Brien,
Orebaugh tomorrow -- Election Day.

Checkers • the birthday may be over, but
after the tests - prepare to celebrate!
Happy twenty-first sweetie. Felicity
Mr. Get Me Something That Tastes Like
Something -1 don't hate you but I'm getting there. Why don't you tell her the
truth or nothing at all0 Better yet maybe
I'll send a letter to UVA and tell her who
really started it Thursday night and what
you were doing. After all you've done,
who will she believe, Five Witnesses"
Many Thanks to the 3 mechanics who
helped with the dead Barracuda in front
of
McGraw-Long
last
Friday!
Unmechanical Owner
ZTA Big Sisters • Thanks for Everything!
We love you! ZTA Pledges
'
Freds Goodys - Get psyched for
Philadelphia- Crew boys. .nobokiesjthls
weekend! Aim, Tarn and Marv, III miss
yous this weekend. Josephus, here we
come! Kathy
fo my Secret Buddy Where are You'! By
the way, you decorate a mean pumpkin
Thanks for all you've given me -- it makes
my Say when I get your anonymous lot;
[ers When will I find out who you are0:
Ginger
.
Nancy - Really looking forward to a great
ST/saturday night. Half gallon or a
fmho Ymi lush!! Love ya, Keitn.
p___

i,pu, . Thanks for taking care ot
mTlnv!te "ur friend George to visit rea
Sin! Happy Halloween! I love you. Your
one and only.

,

Vote Durrette, Chichester, O'Brien,
Orebaugh tomorrow - Election Day.
Pizza Delivered Tonight. Ciro's Pizza,
434-5375.

Hey Kllmach -1 didn't forget! Happy Birthday plus 2. You know I love you. Your
best friend.
Almost 9 months after their !\jrrisonburg
debut, they return by popular demand The Jellyfish Blues Band at the Mystic
Den Tuesday night! Don't miss them!
Jilly - Ich Liebe Dich! L.D.s are Forever Thanks God! See you on July 12, 1986.
Your O.L.D. and F.H.
AST pledgee - You're a great bunch! Your
Big Sisters
Play with Rugby Players
Wednesday.

at

Players

Hungry? Try Midways Steak, onion,
cheese Sub (We use real Steak!!). Save
$.75 with JMU Directory coupon page 63.

Rugby Sponsor Night at Players Wednesday.

Vldd "wild thing Taylor • You're a fantastic pledge! Love, Laura.

ASA - Hope you had a super weekend
with your alums! Your Secret Sorority
AST

Congratulations AST pledges • You're
half way there!
Rugby Sponsor Night at Players Wednesday. Male ft Female Nude Models needed for
art classes. No experience necessary,
part time work, $7/hour. Call 568-6485,1-4
pm on MWF. Ask for Ken Szmagaj, or
come by Ashby Art Studio, 9 am - noon,
MWF.
The Commuter Student Committee is
here for you! We have the services, programs, and information that make commuter life great! Stop by and visit - WCC,
Room 108.

Tri-Sigma and Lambda Chi wish to thank
everyone for your support in our Haunted
House.
Munchles • Midway delivers subs at $aving$ when you use JMU Directory
coupons.
To the-blond, scruffy, bowlegged guy of
Aside rugby. You are so sexy! You
belong on a Chippendale calendar! Fan
Powder skiers do it deeper! JMU Ski Club
-- a Peak Experience. For more information, come to WCC Ballroom Nov. 6, 8
pm.
Phis - Get psyched for Initiation. Only 2
more weeks. Love, Your Phi Mus Sisters.
Fresh Ingredients for 6 plzzaa only 14.95.
Call Bob x5354.
Play with Rugby
Wednesday.

Players at Players

$7 gets you a large one topping pizza
delivered tonight from 8-12. Ciro's Pizza,
434-5375.
Lisa Rene ■ Happy 19th Birthday 11-3-85.
D., M., 4 C.

1

Nov. • Dec.! Tired of your room, roommate0 Move out. Move in. No hassles.
Utilities included. What a bargain.
434-8797.
Malice • Happy Birthday! USWISOMWAGMOHUOTM! Oh Baby, you know
what I like!
Englebert ft Maximilian - Still waiting to
listen? I'm still waiting to be turned on!
Lite s not a Beach it's a slope! Enter into
the world of skiing: Discover JMU Ski
Club. 2nd meeting Nov. 6, 8 pm, WCC
Ballroom. Welcome to all!

-

'
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classifieds
Help Wanted

■

by Berke Breathed

BLOOM COUNTY

$60 per hundred Mid for remailing letters
from home) Send self-addressed,
stamped envelope for information/application. Associates, Box 95-B, Roselle,
NJ 07203.

NO MORE KINKY SECRETARIES /
NO MOKE. LONELY STOCKBROKERS .' THIS BOY HftS
SEEN PROMOTE?'.'
n

AVON - Work around your schedule and
earn good money. For details, call
234-8404 or 433-3933 - No obligation.

PH006Y wm tBtSOHM '/
ONUURP ANP UPUARP

OOOPNESS KNOWS, I'VE
HAP UUSTA0WT

mum OF THOSE

TO ft LITTLE
SERIOUS
JOURNALISM'

as

-

000FY, WHITE. UPPEKmiPPLe-UASS
URBAN TYPES..

One good person needed to clean Prof's
small townhouse about one day per
month, scheduled at your convenience.
Excellent pay. 434-2935.
Athletic Instructor • part-time. Must have
some knowledge of Basketball and ability to work with youth. Afternoon and
Evening hours (10-20 hours per week).
Closing date: Nov. 6,1985. Apply to Harrlsonburg Dept. of Parks and Recreation,
305 S. Dogwood Drive.

Services
Typing, Word Processing on letter quality printer. Overnight service available.
Call anytime. Donna Freeman, 289-9959.

YUPPIES... SINUE mmn.
CA00A6E TATCH 7H/N&S..
REPUBLICANISM...
MAYBE
ICE CREAM ..ALL
THIS COUNTRY
THE 0000 CRAZES IS OR0MNO
HAVE BEEN PONE SUSPICIOUS OF
BY 'TIME"AN? MEPIA-MANUmt&MSEK'
FACTUREP

MILO..HELPME
MIL0...-f0M0RR0US PAH
15 PUE ANP1HAVEN'T
5P0TTEP 4 TRENP
YET...

Free Karate Lesson • No obligation
.(Special Student Rates). Open Monday
thru Thursday, 6-9:30 pm. Call Halterman
Karate Inst., 95 N. Main St., 4th floor.
434-8824. We train Champions.

1HIS COUP

&*7mp./

*m

maws ^r^y TRENPS..

N0THIN0
LEFT'

tfrf

^\

Pregnant? Free confidential help. Free
pregnancy test. Birthright. 434-0003.
Clubs, Sororities, Fraternities • We sell
any type of imprinted item: t-shlrts, caps,
glasses, cups, matches, etc. Variety of
fund-raising items. Call 433-6469 anytime
for best prices.

OH FINE. YOUR
EPffORSHIP'
JUST FINE'
FINS' FINE'
FINE/FINE'

For Rent
One bedroom apartment like new on Dutchmill Court. Water, trash and lawnmowIng provided. No pets, lease/deposit
$225. 434-2100.
Spacious lurnished rooms, singles,
doubles, kitchen, close! 433-9189 after 4.
2 bedroom apartment tor sublet. Lease
runs thru April. Gas for heat, cooking, &
hot water included in rent. One mile from
campus. Park Apartments. Call 433-2972
after 5.
Madison Manor • need one female to
share completely furnished 2
bedroom/study apartment with 3 other
students. $140/month plus utilities.
433-1620.
Female Roommate needed in house 1
mile from campus second semester.
$115/month - utilities included. Fully-tun.
nlshed, carpeted. Call Belinda, 433-3923^

Typing Service: 22 years experience.
$1.25/page. Mrs. Price, 879-9935.
Professional Typing
4334015 after 3 pm.

call

Kathy

at

Typing • Word Processing • Free
delivery, overnight service, & competitive
rates. Call Kevin at 433-3147 after 5:00.

For Sale

Lost and Found

Musical Equipment for Sale: TEAC
A-3340S, 4-track slmul-slnc Tape Deck;
TEAC Model 2 Audio Mixer; MXR Stereo
10 Band EQ; Hondo Bass Guitar; Fender
Telecaster Custom Guitar; Hernandez
6-steel string acoustic Guitar; Ovation
6-string nylon acoustic/electric Guitar;
Peavey XR800 Powered Mixer, AKAI
AA-6100 Quad Power Amp; Technics
M222 Duo Cassette Duplicator. Call Pete
Miller, 434-5651 evenings at home or
568-6979 on campus daily.

Lost: Black and white beaded necklace
with white elephant pendant. Lost on
Parents' Weekend. If found, call x5934.
Reward.
Lost: Pro III sunglasses at or nearTKE on
Oct. 31. Nice reward for return. Call Jim
at 434-4812.

Personals
Classified Deadlines for The Breeze: For
Monday Issue, the deadline Is Friday by
noon. For Thursday Issue, the deadline is
Tuesday by noon.

For Sale: Ferret, 9 weeks old, de-sexed,
de-musked, first shots, includes cage,
food bowl, litter, food (10 lbs). $95. Call
Tim, 4334908.
Speakers tor PA/Party. Electro-Voice.
Call X4580.

Free Karate Lesson • No obligation.
Halterman Karate Institute. Call
434-8824.

Is It True You Can Buy Jeeps for $44
through the U.S. government? Get the
facts today! Call 1-312-742-1142, x5090.

Atlanta • Can anyone provide a one way
ride there for Christmas? If so, please
contact Charles, x7107, Box 2409.

Female Housing Contract
semester. Call Natalie, x5098.

Mr. A Mrs. Broff man - Thanks for creating
Nell so that he could greatly enhance the
scenery of JMUI Rugby Fan

for

2nd

1961 Yamaha 400 • Great condition,
10000 miles, $550 or negotiable, with
helmet and cover. Call Dan, 568-5730.

Hey Josh • If you've got the chicken, I've
got the time. Call me.

First Flakes coming! Find out at tne
meeting -- JMU Ski Club, Nov. 6,1985, 8
pm, WCC Ballroom.
Savlng$ coupons • JMU Directory Page
63. Midways Deli over 1000 Items
Deliverable. 434-1480:434-2296.
After the election day news, come out
and hear the Jellyfish Blues Band!
tomorrow night at the Mystic Den!
Phi Mu - You're awesome! Love, your
secret sorority.
Happy Birthday to Walt McGraw, Chris
Garber, Steve McMahan, John Ragone,
Mitch Andrew, Ed Maass, Scott Sherwood, and Frank Miller! We Love ya. SPE
Little Sisters
J ■ Way to Drop It Loserl Next time you
make a spectacle of yourself, wear a subtle color! S
YSL • You can't have Darla, She's Mine!
Alfalfa
Jonelle • Eight shots of Ricks tushls! Life
... Is nuts. Ssrah
A Jim Mountain Fund has been created
to help defray enormous Hospltalizatlon
Costs. Please send contributions to Jim
Mountain, PO Box M-51, Sovran Bank,
Campus Mail. Any amount will be greatly
accepted. Thanks.
^^^
To My Secret Admirer ■ Thank you for
Halloween-Gram. Brian
Jennifer • First Bruce In your bed, now
the big vault breakout. What next? Have
a wild and wonderful 19th! We love you'
Laura and Beth

NINE
SEC0NPS...

Jaime * Sheryl • Wowl Now I have two
awesome little sisters. What fun this
year will be. ZLAM Big Sister Sarah
HHB • So the weeks such, the weekends
are a blast! I am having too much fun!
Lots of Love - SN2.
Lambda Chi • Thanks for the great time at
Haunted House! Get psyched for next
year. Love, Trl-Slgma.
For Good time Rock * Roll and Blues,
catch the Jellyfish Blues Band - Tuesday
at the Mystic Den.
Under the Weather • Let Midway Deliver it
- over 1000 Items and subs. Savings
coupon JMU Directory. Deliver. 434-1480.
434-2296.
John Love • You are my Number 1 Scope!
vSot my eye on you.
JMU Ski Club - membership forms for ski
SSSS.are available In outing center in
WCC. Join now - we want you I
Shannon • Homecoming was a Blast!
Thanks for all your hard work. Love, Phi
Mu.
Wanna Loae Weight? Try Herbal Diet
seen on T.V. 434-1759.
Youre totally cool
Droopy.

No.

191

Luv ya,

Help! My Big Brother Is neglecting me. I
think he should be shot! What do you
think'' Call and tell him. He Is Bob Craver
X4546. Krlsten
Midway Monster $1 off with JMU Dlrectory coupons, page 63.
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Viewpoint
J.R. Rose

Question of honor
JMU's Honor Code recently has come under a great deal of scrutiny
from the JMU community, especially the Honor Council. The Code's
purpose and effectiveness has been questioned seriously, not due to
any one incident but to a seemingly general decline in interest.
A survey of this year's incoming freshmen showed that only 12 percent would report a violation of the Honor Code. A more recent survey
of the general student population, conducted in response to the
freshmen numbers, showed that 57 percent of students would report a
violation. Certainly these numbers are more encouraging, but they do
not display the student support the Honor Code needs to survive here.
The problem is partly apathy and partly lack of awareness on behalf
of the students. Student participation in the JMU Honor System is
minimal. Most of the violations (in fact, all but one last year) are
reported by the faculty. Last month, Honor Council President Mary
Creger said that "if the present system continues to go down, the administration might Institute a faculty-run system." A faculty-run
system is something no one wants because it is not an honor system
at all, it is a police system.
Perhaps the biggest problem is that the students do not see the
Honor Code in action, and therefore it becomes nothing but a slogan
on a plaque or in the student handbook. Students are not as aware of
the Honor Code as they should be. Many teachers are lax in requiring
an honor pledge on exams. Some sort of standardized pledge is needed for all tests given at JMU. In addition, the Honor Council should
consider publishing reports of trials. Obviously names cannot be used, but even a sketchy report of an honor trial would give the general
student population an indication that the system is alive and working
at JMU.
As students, we stand to lose many of our rights and responsibilities without a working honor system. As an institution, our
credibilty cannot grow or even survive without one.
The above editorial is the opinion of The Breeze's editorial board, which consists of
editorial editor Brian Rawdon, assistant editorial editor Charles Lundy, editor Gwen
Fariss and managing editor Cay Fultz.

God and Brother Jim ate worlds apart
On Wednesday, Oct. 23, James Gilles, better
known as "Brother Jim," visited campus. He
started lamblasting the students on the JMU campus, calling them whoremongers, homosexuals,
and other types of sinners. He even ranked 6n
fellow Christians, telling one girl to get properly
dressed before she addressed the crowd. Even in a
letter to the editor last week he continued his
assault.
Brother Jim did a lot of finger pointing. He raved about the terrible filth that reeked on campus.
He talked about a god of justice. Well, God is jtfst,
but let's not forget the whole person of God.
Since I am a Christian, and study the bible a Ipt,
I did not like what Brother Jim was saying.
When I first got here at the beginning of this
semester, after two years at a bible college, 1 was
surprised and excited about all the Christians on
campus. I'm sure bad things happened on campus,
but 1 did not have time to look for them. A person
can find what he wants. Brother Jim seemed to be,
looking for evil. If this is the case, his perspective is
out of wack with the Bible.
■
In the Gospel of John, Jesus teUs one ot me
Jewish religious leaders that God did not send tus
son to judge the world, but to save it. Brother Jfm
claims that God sent him to judge. If God did not

send his own son to Judge the world, why would
He send Brother Jim?
Brother Jim claimed that "Eve ruined Adam."
If you look at the biblical account, you will find
that Eve did not ruin Adam, but that Lucifer, in
the form of a serpent, deceived Eve into disobeying
God by eating the forbidden fruit. Eve then went
to Adam and gave him some of the fruit. Adam
chose to disobey God and joined Eve in her disobedience. On his own initiative he chose to follow

Guest Spot
Steve Garretson
Eve, knowing that it was wrong.
Ood did punish Eve and Adam, condemning
them to die, but He also offered hope. He promised to provide a means for man to come back to
Him. Christians believe that this messiah has
already come in the form of Jesus Christ.
Comparing Jesus with Brother Jim reveals many
differences. Brother Jim yelled at women on campus, calling them "lusty hussies." Jesus did not
judge them once.

One woman, caught in the act of adultery, was
brought to Jesus him by religious leaders. (I'd like
to know why the religious leaders did not have the
man also.) According to the laws of the time, she
was to be killed. Jesus told the religious leaders
that if they were without sin, then go ahead and
kill her. Soon, all the leaders were gone, leaving
only Jesus and the woman.
Jesus did not call her names. He did not drag her
through the streets showing other poeple what
should be done with people like her. He told the
woman to go and sin no more.
Unlike Brother Jim, Jesus was not sent to condemn people. God cannot tolerate sin, but He is
willing to forgive sin. The Bible says that if a person admits to his or her sin that God will forgive
that person. God does not want anyone to die
without forgiveness of sin. He wants everyone to
come to Him, admit their sinfulness, and experience his love.
Brother Jim is not a good representation of a
Christian, whereas Jesus was the perfect example.
Any Christian on campus knows that, and they are
everywhere.
Steve Garretson is a junior majoring in international business.
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Readers' Forum
Campusquote
"A decision is being considered to make
JMU a non-alcoholic campus. How do
you feel about the possibility of JMU going dry?"
"I don't feel it's
good. It would probably force the greeks
off campus which
would in turn force
people to drive under
the influence to the
houses off campus."
Wendy Mills
Junior
psychology

Mock election
Breeze coverage was incomplete
To the editor
I found The Breeze's lead articles on the mock
election and the Durrette rally both misleading and
limited in scope.
The most disturbing aspect was Christy Parker's
assertion that 330 voters constitutes a good turnout. Quite a bit has been said on student apathy,
but this is the first time I've seen if officially condoned.
Secondly, neither article included the opinions
of the Democrats. Of course, the Republicans

claimed a widespread victory but they won by 4
percent (15 votes). This does not give credence to
the statement of "continued youth support for the
Republican party," especially on the day when
three Republican candidates were here to speak.
In the future, I hope The Breeze will give more
emphasis to complete reporting.
Gerald Marks
senior
political science

Results showed gains for Democrats
"1 don't think it's
good because people
should have a right to
choose what they
want to do."
Susan Denecke
freshman

undecided
"I think it would be
interesting because
I'm not dependent on
alcohol. It makes the
drinking atmosphere
more intriguing."

To the editor
\)
"Republicans Gain JMU^Support" may be a
misleading headline and I'd like to take this opportunity to clear up any misunderstandings that may
have developed after last Tuesday's mock election. The fact is that the Republicans won the
mock elecion Tuesday. However, the election
results actually showed Democratic gains on the
JMU campus.
Last year the Democratic candidate for President, Walter Mondale, was drubbed by President
Reagan 70 percent to 30 percent in the campus
mock election. This year, even Vhen a Republican
Rally featured the Republican gubernatorial and
attorney general candidates, the Democrats got 48
percent of the vote, an 18 percent increase among

students at JMU. We consider this a significant
gain as the JMU College Democrats work to
rebuild our organization here on campus.
Further breakdown of the vote shows that
Democrat Jerry Baliles lost by only 15 votes, Doug
Wilder by only 13 votes, and Mary Sue Terry lost
by only 12 votes. We are excited by the tremendous
18 percent increase in support here on campus.
JMU Democrats are alive and kicking. JMU College Democrats are very proud of the race we ran
here on campus. We feel it showed a victory for us
and for all students.
Buzz Rider
president
JMU College Democrats

Jim Brough
sophomore

political science

The Real World'
"Personally, I don't
drink so it doesn't affect me."
Kim Smith
senior
communication arts

"1 don't feel good
about that at all. Prohibition is an
unrealistic goal."
Brian Fox

Junior
- communication
arts/
psychology
Student responses in Campusquote are not
necessarily representative of the entire JMU
' population.
'"■

"■'
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Compiled by Cathy Sparkman Photos by Ming Leong.
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Cartoon derides gays
To the editor
This time The Breeze has gone too far. It's just
not funny anymore. I am referring to Keith
Turner's "Real World" comic (?) strip of Oct. 24.
He obviously has a tremendous feeling of discontent towards JMU's gay community. His consistant, unprovoked attacks are totally unwarranted
and unfounded.
I have attended JMU for over four years and
Mr. Turner is determined to perpetuate the annual
heterosexual-homosexual conflict. When will this
nonsense cease? JMU is supposed to be a liberal
arts university bringing together men and women
from all backgrounds to be enriched in a cultural
as well as educational environment. Mr. Turner
obviously has no intention of growing up and
understanding people with different lifestyles and
beliefs.
Now that Brother Jim has labled the entire JMU
campus a haven of lust and sexual sin, Turner has
something new to touch on. A strip featuring attractive co-eds, "lusty hussies" toting around their

portable vibrators, frats filled with
"whoremongers and masterbators" would be a
refreshing and an all-too-welcome change of pace.
Whether he likes it or not, Turner has been labled a sinner for no other reason than attending
JMU. Does he think this unprovoked judgement
of himself is a fair one? I seriously doubt it.
Perhaps Mr. Turner should consider the feelings of
the people he so violently attacks in his strip.
The true real world is made up of a very diverse
range of religions and lifestyles. Education,
understanding and fewer unprovoked attacks just
might make it a little easier to share the space we
have. Mr. Turner should use his university education for positive, not negative, results. It's time
Mr. Turner grew up, faced facts and stopped making this constant misconception of JMU's gay
community an annual Breeze event.
Aaron B. Bocknek
senior
communication arts

■
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Evidence
History supports existence of Christianity
To the editor
I thank Pat Harder for his Oct. 31 letter to
The Breeze. He made a very good point: too
often we deal with symptoms of probelms
rather than the actual problem at hand. Pat is
correct in the idea that we must think of God
in a rational manner but he fails to do so
himself.
Pat supports the idea that God is an "absurd fantasy without a shred of evidence to
bloster it..." On the contrary, if we look at
Christianity both historically, intellectualy
and philosophically, it is easy to see that
Christianity has a lot of viable evidence in its
support. Simon Greenleaf, a Harvard law
professor who is said to be the greatest single

authroity on evidence in the entire literature
of legal procedure, was asked by his students
to refute Christianity. As a result of his
study, he found that there is more evidence
supporting Christianity than there is supporting the fact that Napolean fought the battle
of Waterloo.
Pat also said that "man could not live in
freedom of body and mind so he created 'sin'
to provide guidelines for which to behave."
This is a contradictory statement because if,
as Pat said, there is no God, we should have
total freedom to do as we please. However,
Jesus said in John 8:32, "If you abide in my
word, then you are truly disciples of mine
and you shall know the truth and the truth

shall make you free." Jesus is our creator
and wants us to experience the freedom that
Pat and the rest of us all desire.
The main problem we need to deal with
then is who is Jesus Christ. If He is who He
said He is (which evidence supports) then we
need to respond accordingly by trusting Him
as our Lord. If He is not God than all of
Christianity is a lie and should be discounted.
Our responsibility is to take an open look at
who Jesus is and make a decision.
Mark D. Liederbach
senior
energy resource development

Bible contains hidden mathematical structure
To the editor:
I'd like to address Pat Harder's Oct. 31st
letter on religion, specifically his remarks
about the Bible. The Bible was not written
coincidentally by "semi-literate shepherds."
The Bible has a hidden structure besides the
words and sentences.
Ivan Panin, a mathematician and multlingual scholar, studied the original Hebrew,
Greek and Arabic scriptures and made a
brilliant discovery. All the words, sentences,

paragraphs, passages and some books have
the same mathematical pattern. Panin found
that patterns of prime numbers are found in
great clusters, especially the number seven.
He found that the total number of proper
names, both male and female, is divisible by
seven. The total number of words beginning
with a vowel is divisible by seven as is the
number of words beginning with a consonant. The number of vowels and consonants
in words and sentences is also divisible by

seven. The numbers of words occuring only
once and more than once divide by seven.
I challange Mr. Harder to prove that
"semi-literate shepherds," or anyone.could
write such a style and structure without
divine guidance.
Eric Eppley
senior
computer science

Slate candidates endorsed Royal Dukes'
Wyatt Durrette, Governor
Doug Wilder, Lt. Governor
To the editor:
When Virginians go to the polls on Nov. 5, there
will be a very distinctive difference in the choice to
be made. Although the media has tried to depict
the race between Wyatt Durrette and Gerald
Baliles as lackluster and neither candidate as really
having anything to say, I feel Baliles and Durrette
have made it overwhelmingly clear that they will
lead Virginia in very different directions.
While Durrette supports economic opportunity
and development, efficient government, quality
education, and strict law enforcement for the
Commonwealth, Baliles has promised more
government and more spending as the solution to
Virginia's problems. Baliles has proposed the creation of a new state planning and procurement office to address Virginia's economic growth. Baliles
has proposed across-the-board pay incrases
regardless of their degree of dedication. Baliles has
promised over $2 billion of additional statewide
spending over the next four years.
This kind of spending can only result in higher
taxes and the compromise of the fiscal integrity ot
this state and its electorate. Virginians, however,
can count on Durrette to provide cost-effective,
cost-conscious leadership to meet the needs ot our
people and our state.
Melissa Denis
senior
marketing

To the editor:
In this election year Virginians have the opportunity to continue the strong leadership established
by Governor Robb. Doug Wilder, candidate for
Lieutenant Governor, has shown his strength
through his 15 years of experience in the Senate.
Pushing for tougher crime legislation, Wilder's
first major bill in the Senate was one to combat the
sale and use of illicit drugs. He is also endorsed by
the Fraternal Order of Police.
On the economy. Wilder believes in creating
jobs and opportunities for those with the skills and
capabilities to make the Commonwealth even better "Instead of cutting the pie into more pieces,"
he says, "I believe in making the pie bigger for all
to share in." Wilder presently serves as vicechairman of Jobs for Virginian Graduates, and
also voted in the Senate to provide incentives to
those who want to invest in Virginia's future.
Another major concern of Wilder is education.
He has fought for higher pay for public school
teachers and for higher funding for statesupported colleges. He also has worked for laws
which created the Virginian Community College
system.
...
..
r
Wilder sums up the Democratic ticket as out of
the ordinary." He said that "We're out of the ordinary because we're demanding what is right."
Cheryl Fridkin
freshman
English

performance
appreciated
To the editor:
There are better football teams than ours
in Nebraska, Michigan, and Oklahoma. But
nowhere is there a better hlalftime show.
For almost two and a half years, I've had
the pleasure of watching and listening to the _
Marching Royal Dukes. Though my expectations continue to climb, I am never disappointed. Slow or fast, loud or soft, their performances never fail to leave me with a good
feeling and a smile.
I thank the band members and directors
for their dedication, and for the pleasure
they've given me. We don't always win our
athletic contests, but in the time I've been
here, the Marching Royal Dukes are
undefeated.
Bud Biscardo
junior
communication arts
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Lunch Buffet Now

7 DAYS A WEEK

11 am-2 pm Just $3.39

Pre-Football Buffet

MONDAY

7 pm-9 pm Just $3.39

TUESDAY

4 pm -11 pm Lg. Dine-In Only

• Half- Price Pizza

SUNDAY, MONDAY

Happy Hour Prices
•
•
•
•
•

±

WJ

During NFL Games

2 Wide Screen TV's
Private Party Room
Group Rates
Salad Bar, Pasta, Sandwiches
Regular and Pan Crust

FAST FREE DELIVERY

433-0606
Cloverleaf Shopping Center

|«k

1

Dinner Special - | Dinner Special | ■ Dinner Special

• Dinner Special

I

Medium 1 Topping™* Medium 1 Topping I I Large 1 Topping ^' Large 1 Topping
Pizza
.
Pizza
■■
Pizza
Pizza
I■
Plus
2
Free
Cokes
|
Plus 2 Free Cokes II
. Plus 4 Free Cokes - I Plus 4 Free Cokes
(Reg.
crust
only)
■ (Reg. crust only) .
(Reg. crust only> _
(Reg. crust only)

I
I

11

$6 50

!!

With coupon,
Expires
■With
cft,,non- Exnires'
12-31-85

i»»,

$6.50
IncludM T«»

■

With coupon, Expires'
12-31-85
^i

I

$8.50
IMMMTM

$8.50

!

tnclu—i Tt»

With coupon, Expires .; With coupon, Expires
12-31-85
12-31-85
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